Detection of deadlock
potentials in multithreaded
programs
Concurrent programs are well known for containing errors that are
difﬁcult to detect, reproduce, and diagnose. Deadlock is a common
concurrency error, which occurs when a set of threads are blocked,
due to each attempting to acquire a lock held by another. This paper
presents a collection of highly scalable static and dynamic techniques
for exposing potential deadlocks. The basis is a known algorithm,
which, when locks are acquired in a nested fashion, captures the
nesting order in a lock graph. A cycle in the graph indicates a
deadlock potential. We propose three extensions to this basic
algorithm to eliminate, or label as low severity, false warnings of
possible deadlocks (false positives). These false positives may be due
to cycles within one thread, cycles guarded by a gate lock
(an enclosing lock that prevents deadlocks), and cycles involving
several code fragments that cannot possibly execute in parallel.
We also present a technique that combines information from multiple
runs of the program into a single lock graph, to ﬁnd deadlock
potentials that would not be revealed by analyzing one run at a time.
Finally, this paper describes the use of static analysis to automatically
reduce the overhead of dynamic checking for deadlock potentials.

Introduction
Concurrent programs are well known for containing errors
that are difﬁcult to detect, reproduce, and diagnose. Some
common programming errors include data races and
deadlocks. A data race occurs when two or more threads
concurrently access a shared variable, at least one of the
accesses is a write, and no mechanism is used to enforce
mutual exclusion. Data races can be avoided by proper use
of locks. However, the use of locks introduces the potential
for deadlocks. Two types of deadlocks, namely, resource
deadlocks and communication deadlocks, are discussed in the
literature [1, 2]. In the case of resource deadlocks, a set of
threads are deadlocked if each thread in the set is waiting to
acquire a lock held by another thread in the set. In the case of
communication deadlocks, threads wait for messages or
signals that do not occur. In the Java** programming
language, resource deadlocks result from the use of
synchronized methods and synchronized statements.
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Communication deadlocks result from the use of the wait and
notify primitives. The algorithms presented in this paper
address resource deadlocks, from now on referred to as
deadlocks, illustrated by example programs written
in Java.
Deadlocks can be analyzed using a variety of techniques,
such as model checking (using algorithms that explore
all possible behaviors of a program), dynamic analysis
(analyzing only one or just a few executions), and static
analysis (analyzing the source code without executing it).
Model checking is computationally expensive and often
impractical for large software applications. Static analysis
can guarantee that all executions of a program are deadlock
free but often yields false warnings of possible deadlocks,
also called false positives or false alarms. Dynamic analysis
generally produces fewer false alarms, which is a signiﬁcant
practical advantage because diagnosing all of the warnings
from static analysis of large code bases may be time
consuming. However, dynamic analysis may still yield false
positives, as well as false negatives (missed errors), and
requires code instrumentation that results in a slow down
of the analyzed program. This paper addresses these
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three problems related to dynamic analysis. In particular,
we discuss improving a known dynamic analysis
algorithm and the use of static analysis to reduce runtime
overhead.
The fundamental idea behind dynamic analysis is the
known result [3] that deadlock potentials can be exposed by
analyzing locking order patterns in an execution trace from a
nondeadlocking run of the program. The technique consists
of building a lock graph and searching for cycles within
the graph. Nodes in the graph are locks. The graph contains
an edge (a connection) from lock l1 to lock l2 if a thread
at some point holds l1 while acquiring l2 . A cycle in the
graph (i.e., a sequence of edges that begins and ends at the
same node) indicates a deadlock potential. The algorithm
detects deadlock potentials very effectively, independently
of whether the program actually deadlocks during the
particular run that is analyzed. This is evidenced by the
comparative study documented in [4]. However, the
algorithm has three classes of shortcomings, all addressed in
this paper: false positives, false negatives, and runtime
overhead, as outlined in the following.
False positives occur when the basic algorithm reports
deadlock potentials in cases where no deadlock is possible.
This paper proposes three extensions to the basic algorithm to
identify false positives due to 1) cycles within one thread,
2) cycles guarded by a gate lock (an enclosing lock that
prevents interleaving of nested locks that could lead to
deadlock), and 3) cycles between code fragments that cannot
possibly execute in parallel due to the causality relation
deﬁned by thread start–join relationships between threads.
Note that, in Java, a thread can start a thread t by executing
t:startðÞ, and it can wait for t to terminate by executing
t:joinðÞ. In the section BAn example,[ we present an
example that illustrates these situations. Such false positives
should probably still be reported since lock graph cycles
generally are undesirable, but they can now be graded
as having lower severity, an important piece of information
in those cases where the lock order violation is
intended.
False negatives occur when existing deadlock potentials
are missed by the algorithm. The basic algorithm is
surprisingly effective but is limited by the fact that it analyzes
only one execution at a time. A technique is presented that
reduces false negatives by combining information from
multiple executions. The main challenge in accomplishing
this is to identify a correspondence between lock objects in
different executions, because the actual lock objects across
executions are different.
Runtime overhead is caused by the instrumentation needed
to intercept operations on locks and other synchronization
operations (e.g., start and join operations on threads) and to
either run the analysis algorithm (online analysis) or record
information about the operation for subsequent analysis
(ofﬂine analysis). Static analysis can be used to decrease the
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runtime overhead. A type system that ensures the absence
of races and atomicity violations is extended with the
deadlock types of Boyapati et al. [5], which keep track of the
locking order and can show that parts of a program are
deadlock free. We provide an algorithm that infers deadlock
types for a given program and an algorithm that on the
basis of the result of type inference determines which lock
operations can safely be ignored (i.e., neither intercepted nor
analyzed) by the dynamic analysis.
The Visual Threads tool [3] is one of the earliest practical
systems for dynamic deadlock detection by analysis of
locking orders. The Visual Threads algorithm constructs and
analyzes lock graphs, as brieﬂy described above. Our
GoodLock algorithm [6] improved upon the Visual Threads
algorithm by introducing the concept of gate locks to reduce
false positives. The GoodLock algorithm was based on a
different data structure, namely lock trees, which also capture
locking order but, unlike lock graphs, never contain cycles.
However, the GoodLock algorithm only detected deadlock
potentials between pairs of threads. In contrast,
the algorithm presented below is based on lock graphs, as is
the algorithm in [3], and hence can detect deadlock potentials
involving any number of threads while still handling gate
locks, and in addition using the causality relation deﬁned by
start and join operations between threads to further reduce
false positives.
In other work, we have approached the problem of false
positives by developing techniques for checking whether
a deadlock potential can actually lead to a deadlock.
For example, in [6], a model checker is used to explore
warnings of data race and deadlock potentials produced by
dynamic analysis. The method in [7] generates a scheduler
(from deadlock potentials) that attempts to drive the
application into a deadlock. Finally, the work in [8] involves
the informing of a scheduling Bnoise maker[ of deadlock
potentials. The noise maker inserts code that inﬂuences the
scheduler, avoiding the need for a special scheduler.
The false-positive-reducing algorithm presented below ﬁrst
appeared in [9]; a similar algorithm appeared in [10]. The
static analysis component was introduced in [10]. The main
contributions of this paper are clearer descriptions of
the analysis techniques originally described in [9, 10],
new experimental results for the static analysis technique,
the ﬁrst published description of the multitrace analysis
(which was presented at PADTAD 2005 [11], a workshop
on BParallel and Distributed Systems: Testing, Analysis,
and Debugging,[ but not described in a paper), and new
experimental results for it.
This paper is organized as follows: First, we present the
dynamic analysis algorithm for reducing false positives,
focusing on the graph data structure and how it is produced
from a single execution trace and analyzed. Second, we
outline how a graph structure can be built from multiple
execution traces. Third, we describe how static analysis is
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used to reduce runtime monitoring overhead. Fourth,
we discuss interactions between the techniques. Finally,
we discuss implementation issues and experimental results.

Reducing false positives
An example
We use an example to illustrate the three categories of
false positives that are reported by the basic algorithm
but not by the improved algorithm. The ﬁrst category,
single-threaded cycles, refers to cycles that are created by
a single thread. Guarded cycles refer to cycles that are
guarded by a gate lock acquired by involved threads Babove[
the cycle. Finally, thread segmented cycles refer to
cyclesVbetween thread segments separated by start–join
relationsVthat consequently cannot execute in parallel.
The following program illustrates these three situations and a
true positive.
Main thread:
01 : new T1ðÞ:startðÞ;
02 : new T2ðÞ:startðÞ;
Thread T1:
03 : synchronizedðGÞ f
04 : synchronizedðL1Þ f
05 :
synchronizedðL2Þ fg
06 : g
07 : g;
08 : t3 ¼ new T3ðÞ;
09 : t3:startðÞ;
10 : t3:joinðÞ;
11 : synchronizedðL2Þ f
12 : synchronizedðL1Þ fg
13 : g
Thread T2:
14 : synchronizedðGÞ f
15 : synchronizedðL2Þ f
16 :
synchronizedðL1Þ fg
17 : g
18 : g
Thread T3:
19 : synchronizedðL1Þ f
20 : synchronizedðL2Þ fg
21 : g
The main thread starts the two threads T1 and T2 that
subsequently run in parallel. Thread T1 acquires the locks
G, L1 , and L2 in a nested manner (using the synchronized
block construct of Java) and releases these again (when
exiting the corresponding synchronization blocks). The Java
statement synchronizedðLÞfSg acquires the lock L,
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executes S, and then releases L. Then, T1 starts thread T3
(which now runs in parallel with thread T2 ), waits for its
termination, and then, upon the termination of T3 , acquires
(and releases) locks L2 and L1 in a nested manner. Hence,
threads T1 and T3 do not execute code in parallel. Threads T2
and T3 acquire and release locks and terminate.
The actual deadlock potential (true positive) exists between
threads T2 and T3 , corresponding to a cyclic access pattern
on locks L1 and L2 in lines 15–16 and 19–20: The two threads
take the two locks in opposite order. This can lead to the
situation where thread T1 acquires lock L2 , thread T3 acquires
lock L1 , and now none of the two threads can acquire the
second lock. The three false positives are as follows: The
single-threaded cycle within thread T1 on locks L1 and L2 in
lines 04–05 and 11–12 clearly does not represent a deadlock
(since the two code sections cannot execute in parallel).
The cycle between threads T1 and T2 on locks L1 and L2 in
lines 04–05 and 15–16 cannot lead to a deadlock because
both threads acquire the lock G ﬁrst (lines 03 and 14).
G is referred to as a gate lock. Finally, the cycle between
threads T1 and T3 on locks L1 and L2 in lines 11–12 and 19–20
cannot lead to a deadlock, because T3 terminates before T1
executes lines 11–12. Such a cycle is referred to as a thread
segmented cycle.
When analyzing a program for deadlock potentials,
we are interested in observing all lock acquisitions and
releases, and all thread starts and joins. That is, in addition to
the acquire and release events acquireðt; lÞ and releaseðt; lÞ
for thread t and lock l, the trace also contains events for
thread start, i.e., startðt1 ; t2 Þ, and thread join, i.e., joinðt1 ; t2 Þ,
meaning, respectively, that t1 starts or joins t2 . The program
can be instrumented to produce a trace (ﬁnite sequence)
 ¼ e1 ; e2 ; . . . ; en of such events. Here, n is the number of
events in the trace or program run. Let T and L denote the
sets of threads and locks, respectively, that occur in .
Java allows recursive acquisitions of locks by a thread: A
thread can acquire a lock and then reacquire it again without
having released it in between. However, we assume, for
convenience, that the trace is reentrant free in the sense
that a lock is never recursively acquired by a thread. This is
ensured by deleting any recursive acquisitions and the
matching releases before analysis. Alternatively, the code can
be instrumented so that it does not emit recursive acquisitions
by counting the number of acquisitions without matching
releases. For the purpose of illustration, we assume a
nondeadlocking execution trace  for this program. It does
not matter which trace is used since all nondeadlocking
traces will reveal all four cycles in the program using the
basic algorithm.
Basic cycle detection algorithm
The basic algorithm sketched in [3] works as follows:
The multithreaded program under observation is executed,
whereas only acquire and release events are observed.
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Figure 2

Figure 1

Basic lock graph (adapted from [9], with permission).

Basic lock graph algorithm.

and set comprehension fejpg for an expression e and a
predicate p.

the lock context CL is updated adding l to the set of
locks held by t. Each lock release event releaseðt; lÞ
(thread t releases lock l) results in the lock context CL being
updated by removing l from the set of locks held by t.
The lock graph for the code example in the section BAn
example[ is shown in Figure 2. The graph consists of the
nodes G, L1 , and L2 , corresponding to the locks in the
program, as well as edges between the nodes. The edges are
numbered from 1 to 8 for reference. In addition, a pair of
numbers ðx; yÞ is associated with each edge. The two
numbers indicate in what source code lines the locks were
acquired (x for the ﬁrst, and y for the second). For example,
there are two edges from L1 and L2 , one edge representing
the fact that a thread acquired L1 in line 4 and then L2 in
line 5, and one edge representing the fact that a thread
acquired L1 in line 19 and L2 in line 20. The graph exposes
four cycles corresponding to the four possible deadlock
potentials described in the section BAn example.[ That is,
the true positive is represented by the cycle consisting of the
two edges between L1 and L2 numbered 6 and 8. The three
false positives are represented by the three cycles 5–7, 5–8,
and 6–7, respectively.

The lock graph is computed (Figure 2) and stored in
the second variable in Figure 1 as a directed graph
GL : PðL  L Þ. GL is the minimal graph such that
ðl1 ; l2 Þ 2 GL if at some point in the trace a thread acquires
the lock l2 while already holding the lock l1 . This lock graph
is computed using a lock context, the ﬁrst variable, deﬁned as
a mapping CL : ½T ! PðL Þ, from thread IDs to sets of
locks. That is, during the trace traversal, a thread ID is
mapped to the set of locks held by the thread at that position
in the trace. Each lock acquisition event acquireðt; lÞ
(thread t acquires lock l) results in the lock graph GL to be
augmented by an edge from a lock l0 to l if thread t already
holds l0 according to the lock context CL . Furthermore,

Extended cycle detection algorithm
The new algorithm will ﬁlter out false positives stemming
from single-threaded cycles, guarded cycles, and thread
segmented cycles. The extension consists in all three cases of
labeling edges with additional information and using this
information to ﬁlter out false positives. Single-threaded
cycles are detected by labeling each edge between two
locks with the ID of the thread that acquired both locks.
For a cycle to be valid, and hence regarded as a true positive,
the threads in the cycle must all differ. Guarded cycles are
detected by further labeling each edge between locks with
the set of locks held by that thread when the target

A graph is built, where nodes are locks and where directed
edges between nodes symbolize locking orders. That is, an
edge goes from a lock l1 to a lock l2 if a thread at some point
during the execution of the program already holds lock l1
while acquiring lock l2 . Any cycle in the graph signiﬁes
potential for a deadlock. Figure 1 shows the algorithm that
constructs the lock graph GL , and subsequently the set of
cycles, denoted by cyclesðGL Þ, representing the potential
deadlock situations in the program. The following operators
are used to deﬁne the algorithms in this paper: Consider
two sets A and B. The term ½A ! B denotes the set of ﬁnite
maps from A to B. The term [] is the empty map. For a
given map M , the term M y ½e1 ! e2  denotes the map M 0 ,
which is equal to M , except that e1 maps to e2 . That is,
M 0 ðe1 Þ ¼ e2 . The term A  B denotes the Cartesian product
of A and B, containing all pairs of the form ða; bÞ, where
a 2 A and b 2 B. The term PðAÞ (power set) denotes the
set of subsets of A : fsjs  Ag). The usual operators are
deﬁned for sets, such as the empty set = , set union A [ B,

u
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Figure 3
Segmentation graph (adapted from [9], with permission).

(second) lock was acquired. This set is referred to as the
guard set. For a cycle to be valid, and hence regarded as
a true positive, the guard sets in the cycle must have an
empty intersection.
Concerning thread segmented cycles, the solution requires
some additional data structures. Assume that traces now
also contain start and join events. A new directed
segmentation graph records which code segments execute
before others. The lock graph is extended with extra label
information that speciﬁes in which segments locks are
acquired, and the deﬁnition of validity of a cycle is extended
to incorporate a check that the lock acquisitions occur in
segments that can execute in parallel (required for a deadlock
to occur). The idea of using segmentation in runtime
analysis was initially suggested in [3] to reduce the number
of false positives in data race analysis using the Eraser
algorithm [12].
More speciﬁcally, during execution, the solution is to
associate segment identiﬁers (natural numbers, starting
from 0) with segments of the code that are separated by
statements that start or join other threads. Figure 3 illustrates
the segmentation graph for the example program above.
For illustrative purposes, it is augmented with 1) the
statements (and their line numbers) that cause the graph to
be updated, 2) information inside relevant segments about
the order in which locks are taken in the segment, and
3) shading of the two segments that together cause a
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deadlock potential. It should be interpreted as follows:
When a thread t1 (executing in some segment) starts another
thread t2 , two new segments are allocated: one for t1 to
continue in, and one for t2 to start executing in. The
execution order between the segments is recorded as directed
edges in the graph: the original segment of t1 executes
before both of the two new segments. Similarly, when a
thread t1 joins another thread t2 (after waiting for its
termination), a new segment is allocated for t1 to continue in.
Again, the execution order of the previous segments of t1
and t2 relative to the new segment is recorded: they both
execute before this new segment. For example, we see that
segment 6 of thread T3 executes before segment 7 of
thread T1 . Segment 6 is the one in which T3 executes lines 19
and 20, whereas segment 7 is the one in which T1 executes
lines 11 and 12.
Let R : PðN  N Þ (N stands for the natural numbers) be
such a segmentation graph. The happens-before relation
j > : PðN  N Þ is the transitive closure R of R. That is,
given two segments s1 and s2 , we say that s1 happens before s2
if s1 j >s2 . Note that for two given segments s1 and s2 ,
if neither s1 j >s2 nor s2 j >s1 , then we say that s1 happens
in parallel with s2 .
Figure 4 presents the algorithm for constructing the
segmentation graph and lock graph from an execution trace.
The algorithm declares ﬁve variables: 1) a segmentation
counter n; 2) a segmentation context CS ; 3) a lock context
j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j
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Figure 4
Extended lock graph algorithm.

CL ; 4) a segmentation graph GS ; and 5) a lock graph GL .
The segmentation context CS : ½T ! N  maps each thread
to the segment in which it is currently executing. The
segmentation counter n represents the next available
segment. The lock context CL : ½T ! PðL  N Þ maps
each thread to a set of (lock, segment) pairs. In the basic
algorithm, it was a mapping from each thread to the set of
locks held by that thread at any point during the trace
traversal. Now, we add as information the segment in
which each lock was acquired. The segmentation graph
GS : PðN  N Þ is the set of tuples ðs1 ; s2 Þ representing
the fact that segment s1 executes before segment s2 . The
happens-before relation j > is the transitive closure of GS .
Finally, the lock graph GL : PðL ðN T PðL ÞN ÞL Þ
deﬁnes the set of tuples ðl1 ; ðs1 ; t; g; s2 Þ; l2 Þ, representing an
edge from the lock l1 to the lock l2 labeled ðs1 ; t; g; s2 Þ,
and representing the fact that thread t acquired the lock l2 ,
while holding all the locks in the set g, including the
lock l1 . In addition, the edge is labeled with the
segments s1 and s2 in which the locks l1 and l2 were
acquired by t.
The body of the algorithm works as follows: Each lock
acquisition event acquireðt; lÞ results in the lock graph GL
being augmented by an edge from every lock l 0 that t already
j

j
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holds to l, each such edge labeled ðs1 ; t; g; s2 Þ. The label is
to be interpreted as follows: Thread t already holds all the
locks in the lock set g, including l 0 , according to the lock
context CL ; l 0 was acquired in segment s1 according to CL ;
and l is acquired in segment s2 according to CS . Furthermore,
the lock context CL is updated adding ðl; s2 Þ to the set
of locks held by t. Each lock release event releaseðt; lÞ
(thread t releases lock l) results in the lock context CL being
updated by removing l from the set of locks held by t.
A start event startðt1 ; t2 Þ, representing that thread t1 starts
thread t2 , Ballocates[ two new segments n (for t1 to continue
in) and n þ 1 (for the new t2 ) and updates the segmentation
graph to record that the current segment of t1 executes
before n and before n þ 1. The segmentation context CS is
updated to reﬂect in what segments t1 and t2 continue to
execute in. A join event joinðt1 ; t2 Þ, representing that t1 waits
for and joins the termination of t2 , causes the segmentation
graph GS to record that t1 starts in a new segment n and
that t1 ’s previous segment and t2 ’s ﬁnal segment execute
before that.
For a cycle to be valid, and hence regarded as a true
positive, the threads and guard sets occurring in labels of the
cycle must be valid as explained earlier (threads must differ
and guard sets must not overlap). In addition, the segments
in which locks are acquired must allow for a deadlock to
actually happen. For example, consider a cycle between two
threads t1 and t2 on two locks l1 and l2 . Assume further
that t1 acquires l1 in segment x1 and then l2 in segment x2 ,
whereas t2 acquires them in the opposite order, in segments
y1 and y2 , respectively. Then, it must be possible for t1
and t2 to each acquire its ﬁrst lock before the other
attempts to acquire its second lock for a deadlock to occur.
In other words, it should not be the case that either x2 j >y1
or y2 j >x1 .
The cycle validity checks mentioned above can be
formalized as follows: Let there be deﬁned four functions
thread, guards, seg1 , and seg2 on edges such that, for any
edge " ¼ ðl1 ; ðs1 ; t; g; s2 Þ; l2 Þ in the lock graph, threadð"Þ ¼ t,
guardsð"Þ ¼ g, seg1 ð"Þ ¼ s1 , and seg2 ð"Þ ¼ s2 . Then, for
any two edges "1 and "2 in the cycle, 1) the threads must
differ, i.e., threadð"1 Þ 6¼ threadð"2 Þ; 2) guard sets must
not overlap, i.e., guardsð"1 Þ \ guardsð"2 Þ ¼ = ; and
3) segments must not be ordered, i.e.,
:ðseg2 ð"1 Þ ! seg1 ð"2 ÞÞ.
Let us illustrate the algorithm with our example. The
segmented and guarded lock graph and the segmentation
graph are shown in Figures 5 and 3, respectively. The
lock graph contains the same number of edges as the basic
graph in Figure 2, although now labeled with additional
information. As an example, edge 5 from lock L1 to L2
annotated with line numbers 4 and 5 is now additionally
labeled with the tuple: Bh2; ðT1 ; fG; L1 gÞ; 2i.[ The
interpretation is as follows: during program execution,
thread T1 acquired lock L1 in line 4, in code segment 2
j

j

j

j

u
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Figure 5
Extended lock graph (adapted from [9], with permission).

(leftmost 2), and subsequently, in a nested manner, acquired
lock L2 in line 5, in code segment 2 (rightmost 2).
Furthermore, when thread T1 acquired lock L2 , T1 already
held the locks in the set fG; L1 g, the interesting of these
being the lock G.
The segmentation graph illustrates the code segments of
which each thread consists. The main thread executes in
segment 0 until it starts thread T1 in line 01. After that, the
main thread continues in segment 1, and the newly started
thread T1 executes in segment 2. In segment 1, the main
thread furthermore starts thread T2 in line 02 and continues in
segment 3 (where it terminates). Thread T2 starts executing in
segment 4. Thread T1 , in turn, while executing in segment 2,
starts thread T3 in line 09 and continues in segment 5,
whereas the newly started thread T3 executes in segment 6.
In segment 5, thread T1 waits for thread T3 to terminate.
When this happens (T1 successfully executes a join operation
on T3 in line 10), T1 continues in segment 7. The
segmentation graph describes what segments execute before
others. For example, segment 6 executes before segment 7.
False positives are now eliminated as follows: First, the
cycle with edges numbered 5 and 7 with labels, respectively,
B2, ðT1 ; fG; L1 gÞ, 2[ and B7, ðT1 ; fL2 gÞ, 7[ is eliminated
because it is not thread valid: the same thread T1 occurs on
both edges (single-threaded cycle). Second, the cycle 5–8
with labels B2, ðT1 ; fG; L1 gÞ, 2[ and B4, ðT2 ; fG; L2 gÞ, 4[ is
eliminated because of the lock G being member of both lock
sets fG; L1 g and fG; L2 g (guarded cycle). Finally, the cycle
6–7 with labels B7, ðT1 ; fL2 gÞ, 7[ and B6, ðT3 ; fL1 gÞ, 6[ is
eliminated since the target segment 6 of the edge numbered 6
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executes before the source segment 7 of the edge numbered 7
(thread segmented cycle).
The algorithm requires that threads have access to a shared
memory space where the segment counter and segmentation
graph are stored. In our case studies, threads run in the
same memory space. If this is not the case, some form of
communication between threads and a monitor thread
maintaining the segment counter and graph is required.
Note that multicore machines typically provide shared
memory for the different CPUs. In the case where start–join
operations occur in loops, the algorithm still works, but the
segmentation graph now linearly grows with the number
of start–join calls, causing additional resource consumption
by the analysis.

Reducing false negatives
Motivation
It may happen that a test suite runs all of the code segments
involved in a deadlock potential, but no single test runs
all of those code segments [assuming that each test is
executed in a different run of the Java virtual machine
(JVM**) and generates a separate trace]. This is particularly
likely with the advent of test-driven development techniques,
which promote writing small tests, e.g., tests for a single
method. In such scenarios, if the dynamic analysis algorithm
processes the trace from each test independently, it will
miss some deadlock potentials.
The main challenge in adapting the algorithm to process
multiple traces together is that the algorithm is based on
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lock graph now represent lock groups rather than lock
objects; that is, the node affected by an acquire operation
acquireðcl; t; lÞ is LG½cl. Gate locks are handled as before,
except that a gate lock is now represented by a lock group.
The identities of the lock objects (the third parameter of
acquire and release events in the traces) are ignored in
this pass. A single lock graph is created from the entire set
of traces.

Figure 6
Lock grouping algorithm.

lock identity. In Java, lock identity is the reference to the
lock object, which is typically the address of the object in
memory and has no meaning outside the scope of a single
JVM run.
Our approach to identiﬁcation of locks across runs is
based on the observation that locks used in the same code
location are likely to be the same lock. This is a heuristic
motivated by taking the perspective of a programmer.
When a programmer formulates a lock discipline policy for
the programVin particular, the order in which nested locks
should be acquiredVit is normally expressed in terms of
the name of the lock variables, with possible aliasing; this is
usually equivalent to the set of locations where the lock
is used.
Algorithm
We enhance the traces described in the section BAn example[
with information about the code location of lock acquisition
and release events, i.e., acquireðcl; t; lÞ and releaseðcl; t; lÞ,
where cl is the code location. We make a ﬁrst pass in which
the code locations of lock operations are grouped into
equivalence classes called lock groups.
Deﬁnition 1 (lock group)
Code locations cl1 and cl2 of lock acquire operations are
equivalent if the same lock is acquired at both locations in
some trace, i.e., if there exist a trace  and a lock object l
such that  contains the entries acquireðcl1 ; t1 ; lÞ and
acquireðcl2 ; t2 ; lÞ for some threads t1 and t2 . Each
equivalence class of this equivalence relation is called a
lock group.
The algorithm in Figure 6 takes a set of traces as input
and computes a function LG that maps each lock acquire
operation (identiﬁed by its code location) to its lock group.
The algorithm also computes an auxiliary function LG0 that
maps each lock object to a lock group.
A second pass is made over the traces, running the
algorithm from the previous section, except that nodes in the
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Example
Consider the following number utility consisting of the
two classes, given to clients as thread safe:
public class MyFloat f
private float value;
private final Object lock ¼ new ObjectðÞ;
public MyFloatðfloat initValueÞ f
value ¼ initValue;
g
public float getðÞ f
CL1: synchronizedðlockÞ f
return value;
g
g
public void addIntðMyInt anIntÞ f
CL2: synchronizedðlockÞ f
valueþ ¼ anInt:getðÞ;
g
g
g
public class MyInt f
private int value;
private final Object lock ¼ new ObjectðÞ;
public MyIntðint initValueÞ f
value ¼ initValue;
g
public int getðÞ f
CL3: synchronizedðlockÞ f
return value;
g
g
public void setRoundðMyFloat aFloatÞ f
CL4: synchronizedðlockÞ f
value ¼ ðintÞaFloat:getðÞ;
g
g
g
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This utility has a deadlock potential, which can be seen
in the following usage example:
Main:
MyInt i1 ¼ new MyIntð5Þ;
MyFloat f1 ¼ new MyFloatð5:4fÞ;
Thread T1:
f1:addIntði1Þ;
Thread T2:
i1:setRoundðf1Þ;
Indeed, the single-trace algorithm will reveal the
deadlock potential if run on this test. Consider, however,
the following two tests:
void testAdditionðÞ f
MyFloat f ¼ new MyFloatð5:4fÞ;
MyInt i ¼ new MyIntð5Þ;
f:addIntðiÞ;
assertEqualsUpToð10:4f; f:getðÞ; 0:01fÞ;
g
void testRoundingðÞ f
MyFloat f ¼ new MyFloatð5:4fÞ;
MyInt i ¼ new MyIntð3Þ;
i:setRoundðfÞ;
assertEqualsð5; i:getðÞÞ;
g
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class MySet f
private final Object lock ¼ new ObjectðÞ;
...
public void addElementð. . .Þ f
CL1: synchronizedðlockÞ f
...
g
g
public void addAllðMySetotherÞ f
CL2: synchronizedðthis:lockÞ f
CL3: synchronizedðother:lockÞ f
...
g
g
g
g
The addAllðÞ method is analogous to
java:util:Set:addAllðÞ. The deadlock potential is
exempliﬁed by the following multithreaded test:

Here, the single-trace algorithm will not reveal the
deadlock potential, regardless of whether the two tests are run
in two threads in the same JVM, in the same thread one
after another, or in two different JVM invocations, simply
because the two conﬂicting methods are used with different
lock objects.
The multitrace algorithm, on the other hand, will reveal
the deadlock potential, regardless of whether the two
test methods are run in two threads in the same JVM, in the
same thread one after another, or in two different JVM
invocations. It works as follows: From the trace of
testAdditionðÞ, the algorithm will deduce that locations
CL1 and CL2 are in the same lock group (e.g., lg1 ),
because MyFloat:getðÞ and MyFloat:addIntðÞ were
called on the same object (variable f in the test), and hence,
the two acquire operations were performed on the same
object. Similarly, from the trace of testRoundingðÞ,
the algorithm will deduce that CL3 and CL4 are in the
same lock group (e.g., lg2 ). Now, in the lock graph
creation phase, the trace of testAdditionðÞ will show
that lg2 is acquired when lg1 is held, and the trace of
testRoundingðÞ will show that lg1 is acquired when
lg2 is held. A cycle is detected, and a warning is given.
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Mixtures
The multitrace algorithm can issue warnings not only for
cycles among lock groups but also for another situation,
called a mixture. A mixture warning is given if a thread
performs nested acquisitions of two different lock
objects in code locations belonging to the same lock
group. This is a potential deadlock in cases such as
the following:
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Main thread:
MySet s1, s2;
Thread T1:
s1:addAllðs2Þ;
Thread T2:
s2:addAllðs1Þ;
While the single-trace algorithm can expose the deadlock
potential when run on this test, the multitrace analysis can
expose it even on a simple test, which is single threaded and
calls addAllðÞ only once:
void testMySetðÞ f
MySet s1;
MySet s2;
...
CL4: s1:addElementð. . .Þ;
CL5: s2:addElementð. . .Þ;
CL6: s1:addAllðs2Þ;
...
g
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The lock grouping algorithm groups CL2 together with
CL1, because both were done on the same object (s1 in
CL4 and CL6 of the test); it also groups CL3 together with
CL1, because both were done on s2 in CL5 and CL6 of the
test; hence, all three lock locations are in the same lock
group. In CL2 and CL3, locks on two different objects are
acquired nestedly in code locations in the same lock group;
thus, a warning is issued. Incidentally, note that a gate lock is
the most straightforward way to synchronize addAllðÞ
correctly:
class MySetFixed f
private final Object lock ¼ new ObjectðÞ;
private final static Object gateLock ¼
new ObjectðÞ;
...
public void addElementð. . .Þ f
synchronizedðlockÞ f
...
g
g
public void addAllðMySet otherÞ f
synchronizedðgateLockÞ f
synchronizedðthis:lockÞ f
synchronizedðother:lockÞ f
...
g
g
g
g
g

Discussion
The three test . . . ðÞ methods above show that the
multiple-trace technique is particularly powerful in contexts
of different tests on small fragments of the code, which is
typical of unit tests. The technique is able to combine
information from different tests, revealing the connections
between parts of the code exercised by each test, connections
that give rise to the deadlock potential.
In some rare cases, a program may choose locking objects
dynamically, and not by the lock variable name. This may
make the heuristic associating locks by location fail,
causing the multiple-trace technique to yield false positives.
We know of one valid programming pattern doing this:
in the addAllðÞ example from the section BMixtures,[
instead of using a gate lock, the order of locking can be
determined by the runtime identity of the lock objects.
This pattern is described in [13]. Eliminating this type
of false positives is probably possible with static
analysis, identifying the valid pattern, but remains as
further work.
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The effectiveness of the multiple-trace algorithm is
dependent on the details of the tests. In the number utility
example, if testAdditionðÞ called f:addIntðiÞ but not
f:getðÞ, then the lock grouping phase would not Bknow[
to put CL1 and CL2 in the same lock group, and a warning
would not be given. The warning depends on f:getðÞ,
although it is not part of the deadlock. Similarly, in the set
utility example, if testMySetðÞ did not call addElementðÞ
on both sets in addition to addAllðÞ, the algorithm would
not Bknow[ to put CL2 and CL3 in the same lock group, and
a warning would not be givenVthe warning depends on
addElementðÞ, which is not part of the deadlock. On a more
positive note, the examples represent natural tests of the
given code; thus, it is at least reasonably likely that these
deadlock potentials will be revealed by the multitrace
algorithm.

Reducing overhead with static analysis
Although the dynamic analysis algorithms in the previous
sections are efﬁcient and effective, they can miss deadlock
potentials, and their runtime overhead is not negligible.
This section describes a type-based static analysis that can
prove absence of deadlocks in parts of the code and describes
how this information can be used to reduce the overhead
of dynamic analysis.
Deadlock-type system
Boyapati et al. [5] deﬁne a type system for Java that
ensures programs are deadlock free. The types, which we
call deadlock types, associate a lock level with each lock.
The typing rules ensure that threads perform nested
acquires in descending order by lock level; that is, if a thread
acquires a lock l2 (that the thread does not already hold)
while holding a lock l1 , then the level of l2 level is less than
the level of l1 . This ensures absence of cyclic waiting and,
therefore, absence of deadlock.
A new lock level l is declared by the statement
LockLevel l ¼ new. A partial order on lock levels is
deﬁned by statements of the form Locklevel l2 G l1 .
Lock levels are associated only with expressions that denote
objects possibly used as locks (i.e., as the target object
of a synchronized method or the argument of a
synchronized statement). These expressions are identiﬁed
using Boyapati and Rinard’s Parameterized Race-Free Java
type system [14]. We omit details of Parameterized
Race-Free Java, since it plays a limited role in the
deadlock-type system.
We focus on the basic deadlock-type system, in which
all instances of a class have the same lock level. Extensions
to the basic type systemVfor example, allowing different
instances of a class to have different lock levels and allowing
lock orderings to depend on the positions of objects in
tree-based data structuresVwould allow greater focusing
of the dynamic analysis in some cases but would also
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increase the complexity and running time of the static
analysis.
To enable methods to be type checked individually,
each method m is annotated with a locks clause that
contains a set S of lock levels. Method m may acquire locks
whose level is equal to or less than a level in S; this
restriction is enforced by the typing rule for synchronized
statements. At each call to m, the caller may hold only
locks whose levels are greater than all the levels in S;
this restriction is enforced by the typing rule for method
invocation statements.
It is common in Java for a method to acquire a lock already
held by the caller; this occurs, for example, when a
synchronized method calls a synchronized method of the
same class on the same object. To allow typing of such
methods, the locks clause of a method m may also contain
a lock l. The typing rules allow m to acquire l and locks
with level less than the level of l, and they allow callers
of m to hold l and locks with level greater than the
level of l.
For example, consider the Number Utility classes from
the section BExample.[ Suppose we try to assign lock
level LF to all instances of MyFloat and assign lock
level LI to all instances of MyInt. The declarations
LockLevel LF ¼ new and LockLevel LI ¼ new would be
added in MyFloat and MyInt, respectively. The declaration
of method addInt would become public void
addIntðMyInt anIntÞ locks lock, LI. The inclusion of
LI in the locks clause reﬂects the call anInt:getðÞ, which
acquires a lock of level LI. The declarations of other methods
would also be extended with locks clauses. For type
checking of addInt to succeed, the declaration
LockLevel MyFloat:LF 9 MyInt:LI is needed, because
addInt holds a lock with level LF when it calls
anInt:getðÞ. With this lock-level ordering, the type checker
will report that MyInt:setRound is untypable, because it
acquires nested locks in increasing order with respect to
this ordering. This reﬂects the potential deadlock in the
program.
Type inference algorithm
This section presents a type inference algorithm for the
basic deadlock-type system. The algorithm assumes the
program is already annotated with Parameterized Race-Free
Java types [14] (e.g., by using the type inference algorithm in
[15] or [16]) to indicate which ﬁelds, methods parameters,
and local variables may refer to objects used as locks.
The algorithm produces correct deadlock typings (including
lock-level declarations, lock-level orderings, and locks
clauses) for all typable programs. It does not explicitly
determine whether the given program is typable: it infers the
best deadlock types it can, regardless of whether the program
is completely typable. This is useful for optimization of
dynamic analysis, as discussed below. A type checker for
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the deadlock-type system is run after type inference to
check the inferred types. The algorithm consists of the
following steps.
Step 1VEach ﬁeld, method parameter, and local variable
that may refer to an object used as a lock is initially
assigned a distinct lock level. This imposes the fewest
constraints on the program. However, some expressions
must have the same lock level for the program to be
typable. Speciﬁcally, equality constraints among lock
levels are generated based on the assignment statements
and method invocations in the program: the two
expressions in an assignment statement must have the
same lock level (just as they must have the same type),
and each argument in a method call must have the same
lock level as the corresponding formal parameter of the
method. These equality constraints are processed using
the standard union-ﬁnd algorithm. All lock levels that end
up in the same set are replaced with a single lock level.
Step 2VThis step constructs a static lock graph that
captures the locking pattern of the program. The graph
contains a lock node corresponding to each
synchronized statement in the program (including the
implicit synchronized statements enclosing the bodies of
synchronized methods), a method node corresponding
to each method m, and a call node corresponding to
each method call statement. For a call node n, let calledðnÞ
be the set of method nodes corresponding to methods
possibly called by n.
The graph contains edges that represent possible
intra- and interprocedural nesting of lock acquire
operations. There is an edge from a lock node n1 to a lock
node or call node n2 if the statement corresponding to
n2 is syntactically nested within the synchronized
statement corresponding to n1 , and there are no
synchronized statements between them. There is an
edge from a method node nm to the lock node for each
outermost synchronized statement in the body of m.
There is an edge from each call node n to each method
node in calledðnÞ.
We enhance this step to ignore synchronized
statements that acquire a lock already held by the
same thread. We call such synchronized statements
redundant. We conservatively identify them using simple
syntactic checks and information from race-free types [10].
Step 3VThis step computes locks clauses. To do this,
it associates a set Ln of lock levels with each node n.
These sets are the least solution to the following recursive
equations. The solution is obtained from a standard
ﬁxed-point computation. For a lock node n, Ln is a
singleton set containing the level of the lock acquired
by n, as determined in Step 1. For a call node n,
S
Ln ¼ n0 2calledðnÞ Ln0 . For a method node n,
S
Ln ¼ n0 2succðnÞ Ln0 , where succðnÞ is the set of successor
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nodes of n. For each method m, the lock levels in Ln
are included in the locks clause of m, where n is the
method node corresponding to m.
Next, for each method m, the algorithm determines
whether to include a lock in the locks clause of m.
If m contains a synchronized statement that acquires a
lock e with level l, and if m may be called with a lock
of the same level as e already held (namely, if nm is
reachable in the static lock graph from a lock node with
level l in another method), then the algorithm includes e in
the locks clause of m, because this is the only possibility
for making the program typable (if the typing rules can
verify that the caller acquires the same lock e, the program
is typable with this typing; otherwise, the program is
not typable).
Step 4VThis step computes orderings among lock
levels. For each edge from a lock node n to a lock node or
call node n0 , for each lock level l in Ln and each lock
level l 0 in Ln0 , add the declaration LockLevel l 9 l0 .
The running time of the type inference algorithm is
typically linear in the size of the program; intuitively,
this is because the analysis basically labels method
declarations and method calls with information about locks
held when the method is called, and programs typically
hold a small number (not proportional to the program size)
of locks at each point.
Focused dynamic analysis
Deadlock types enforce a conservative strategy for
preventing deadlocks. Therefore, some deadlock-free
programs are not typable in this type system. For example,
the type system assigns the same lock level to all objects
stored in a collection; thus, a program that performs nested
acquisitions on objects from a collection is not typable,
although it may be deadlock free. Deadlock types can be
used to optimize dynamic analysis of deadlock potentials in
programs that are not (completely) typable, by eliminating
dynamic checks for parts of the program guaranteed to be
deadlock free by the type system. In other words, the
dynamic analysis is focused on parts of the program that
might have deadlocks.
Focusing of dynamic analysis is achieved as follows:
First, we ﬁnd all lock levels that are in cycles in the inferred
lock-level ordering. Second, when instrumenting the program
for dynamic analysis, we instrument only synchronized
statements such that the lock level of the acquired lock is part
of a cycle in the lock-level graph. Other synchronized
statements cannot be involved in deadlock potentials.

Interactions between the techniques
The three reﬁnements from the section BReducing false
positives[ can be used in the multitrace analysis to reduce
false positives. While the guarded-cycles reﬁnement
combines well with the multiple-trace technique, the other
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two reﬁnements are somewhat contradictory with respect to
the reasoning behind it. In the number utility example,
the warning is justiﬁed by the presumption that
MyFloat:addIntðÞ and MyInt:roundðÞ may be invoked by
two threads in parallel, although the testing may have run
the two respective test cases (testAdditionðÞ and
testRoundingðÞ) in different JVM runs. We may just as
well see them in one thread of one JVM run or in two threads
segmented by start–join; this is regarded as just a matter of
how the test framework is conﬁgured. Thus, to gain
maximum beneﬁt from the multitrace analysis, warnings
corresponding to single-threaded cycles and segmented
cycles should usually be reported.
Without the guarded-cycles reﬁnement, the warnings given
by the multitrace analysis (the union of cycle and mixture
warnings) are a superset of those given by the single-trace
analysis. This follows from the fact that two lock operations
performed on the same object in a given trace are classiﬁed
by the lock grouping algorithm as being in the same
lock group.
With the guarded-cycles reﬁnement, the multitrace
analysis might omit some warnings given by the single-trace
analysis. For example, suppose MySetFixed contained the
bug that gateLock were an instance member, rather than a
static one. In this case, it does not prevent the deadlock,
because gateLock is different between the two threads that
use conﬂicting lock order. Indeed, the single-trace analysis
would not regard this cycle as guarded and will give a
warning. However, the multitrace analysis will consider the
acquire on gateLock to be a valid guard for the cycle,
since it is done in the same code location and, hence, on the
same lock group.
While in a trace of the multithreaded test it is easy to see
that the cycle is not guarded, in a trace of the single-threaded
test, the wrong implementation (instance member) is
indistinguishable from the correct implementation (static
member), because only one gate lock is created and used in
the trace, regardless of which implementation is used.
This suggests that guarded cycles should be given a higher
severity level in multitrace analysis than they are given in
single-trace analysis.
Static analysis and focused checking are largely orthogonal
to the techniques for reducing false positives and false
negatives, except that focused checking may reduce the
effectiveness of the gate lock technique, by eliminating
instrumentation of locks that might act as gate locks.

Implementation and experiments
Implementation
The methods described in this paper have been implemented
in two separate tools, applied to different case studies.
The single-trace analysis is implemented as described in [9],
as part of the Java PathExplorer (JPaX) system [17]. Focused
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dynamic analysis is incorporated in this tool, although the
deadlock-type inference algorithm is not implemented and is
manually applied. The multitrace analysis is implemented
as part of the IBM Concurrent Testing (ConTest) tool [18].
Ideally, the techniques would all be integrated in one system
and evaluated on the same case studies (preferably Breal-life[
applications); this is a direction for future work. The
integrated system would consist of four main modules. The
static analysis module analyzes the program and produces
information about which code locations need runtime
monitoring. The instrumentation module automatically
instruments these locations by inserting instructions that,
during program execution, invoke methods of the observer
module to inform it about synchronization events. The
observer module generates traces and passes them to the
trace analysis module, which analyzes the traces using the
algorithms described in previous sections. Other testing
and performance tools can be integrated into this architecture,
for example, trace analysis modules that detect data races
[12, 19] and atomicity violations [20–22]. Integration of
code coverage measurement tools is useful for identifying
synchronization statements that were not exercised by
a test suite. Exercising all of the synchronization
statements helps reduce false negatives in the dynamic
analysis.
Experiments
Dynamic analysis of single traces
The single-trace algorithm has been applied to three National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) case studies:
a planetary rover controller for a rover named K9,
programmed in 35,000 lines of C++; a 7,500 line Java
version of the K9 rover controller used in an evaluation of
Java veriﬁcation tools conducted at NASA Ames Research
Center; and a planner named Europa programmed in
approximately 10,000 lines of C++. For the case studies in
C++, operations in the program were instrumented by hand
to update a log ﬁle with trace events. The instrumentation
was automatically performed for the Java program using
bytecode instrumentation. The generated log ﬁles were then
read and analyzed applying the single-trace algorithm.
The tool found one cyclic deadlock in each of these
systems. The deadlocks in the C++ applications were
unknown to the programmers. The deadlock in the Java
application was seeded as part of a broader experiment to
compare analysis tools, as described in [4]. However, in none
of these applications was there a need to reduce false
positives, and hence, the basic algorithm would have given
the same result.
Dynamic analysis of multiple traces
Results of applying the multitrace analysis to a number utility
and set utility are described in the sections BExample[ and
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BMixtures,[ respectively. The set utility example is similar
to the implementation of sets in the standard library of
Sun for Java 1.4 (in later versions, the implementation was
ﬁxed to prevent this deadlock). The latter is used as a case
study in [23], which presents a test case similar to the
multithreaded test of MySet in the section BMixtures,[ and
shows that their analysis framework, like our single-trace
algorithm, reveals the deadlock potential from this test case.
As described in the section BMixtures,[ our multitrace
algorithm reveals the deadlock potential even from a simple
single-threaded test case, which calls addAllðÞ only once.
This kind of test is more likely to be written by a
programmer, particularly if the programmer is not
speciﬁcally testing for deadlocks. More generally, one can
argue that multiple-trace analysis is particularly useful in unit
testing scenarios.
In a larger experiment, the multitrace algorithm was
applied at Telefonica, the largest telecommunications
company in the Spanish-speaking market, on a Java
component consisting of 60,000 lines of code in 246 classes,
with 312 synchronization statements. The test suite runs
between two to a few dozens of threads concurrently.
In the ﬁrst round of testing, a complex cycle was revealed,
resulting from six synchronized methods in different classes
all calling each other. This problem would have been
found by the basic algorithm as well, with the given test case.
Even without analyzing whether a deadlock can actually
occur in that code (which would have been a challenging
task), the developers acknowledged that this was bad
programming and changed the locking policy of the code.
However, a second round of tests revealed that the change
was not sufﬁciently good. Speciﬁcally, the multitrace
analysis gave a mixture warning. This was again
acknowledged by the developers as requiring a code change.
This problem would not have been detected by the
single-trace algorithm.
Reducing overhead with static analysis
The Java version of the K9 rover controller was used to
demonstrate the utility of static analysis to reduce overhead
of dynamic analysis. The code consists of 72 classes and
runs seven threads operating on seven locks. Each lock is
acquired multiple times by the different threads via
31 synchronization statements. The type inference algorithm
was manually applied to infer deadlock types, including
orderings among lock levels. The ordering contained one
cycle, involving three classes. In the focused dynamic
analysis, lock operations on instances of other classes were
not instrumented. A small change to the code was needed for
type inference to produce this result: we duplicated the
code for one method with a Boolean argument, specialized
the copies for the two possible values of that argument,
and replaced calls to the original method with calls to the
appropriate copy (that argument is a constant at all call sites).
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This kind of transformation, which has the effect of making
the static analysis partially context sensitive, can be
automated.
Numerous runs of the application yielded the same result,
namely, that two threads engage in three deadlock potentials.
All three are on the same two objects; the deadlock
potentials differ in the lines of code at which the locks
are acquired.
A total of 80 runs of the program were performed: 40 with
unfocused dynamic analysis and 40 with focused dynamic
analysis. Focusing reduced the overhead by approximately
two thirds; that is, on average, only 32.3% of the
synchronizations are monitored by the focused
instrumentation. For example, in one run,
44 synchronizations were executed, and only 14 were
monitored for deadlock potentials.
Focusing did not have a signiﬁcant effect on effectiveness
of detection, as expected. Without focusing, no deadlock
potentials were detected in 3 runs, two deadlock potentials
(the same two) were detected in 15 runs, and all three
deadlock potentials were detected in 22 runs. With focusing,
two deadlocks potentials (again the same two) were detected
in 19 runs, and all three deadlock potentials were detected
in 21 runs.
In summary, deadlock potentials were detected in
96.25% of the runs (77 out of 80), the reported deadlock
potentials all correspond to deadlocks that can occur in some
execution of the program (i.e., none are false alarms), and
static analysis reduced the cost of the dynamic analysis by
approximately two thirds.
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